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Abstract: People are exploring new ideas based on artificial intelligent infrastructures for immediate
processing, in which the main obstacles of widely-deploying deep methods are the huge volume of
neural network and the lack of training data. To meet the high computing and low latency requirements
in modeling remote smart tongue diagnosis with edge computing, an efficient and compact deep
neural network design is necessary, while overcoming the vast challenge on modeling its intrinsic
diagnosis patterns with the lack of clinical data. To address this challenge, a deep transfer learning
model is proposed for the effective tongue diagnosis, based on the proposed similar-sparse domain
adaptation (SSDA) scheme. Concretely, a transfer strategy of similar data is introduced to efficiently
transfer necessary knowledge, overcoming the insufficiency of clinical tongue images. Then, to
generate simplified structure, the network is pruned with transferability remained in domain adaptation.
Finally, a compact model combined with two sparse networks is designed to match limited edge
device. Extensive experiments are conducted on the real clinical dataset. The proposed model can
use fewer training data samples and parameters to produce competitive results with less power and
memory consumptions, making it possible to widely run smart tongue diagnosis on low-performance
infrastructures.
Keywords: deep transfer learning; domain adaptation; pruning; sparse network; remote diagnosis;
traditional Chinese medicine

1. Introduction
With the advent of 5G, people put forward higher and more extreme requirements for the energy
consumption and delay of terminal devices, and the edge computing will receive more attention.
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Meanwhile, life has dramatically altered, accompanied by more attention are paying to personal
health, and a trend is that people want to stay indoors and even use smartphones for remote health
check. People are so busy that they can hardly take time off, epidemic disease such as the COVID-19
also isolates people, making it difficult for those in need to go in quest of doctors’ advices to improve
quality of life. Thus, to meet the high computing and low latency requirements of deep learning
applications, artificial intelligence based remote diagnosis with edge computing is playing a more
important role in smart medicine [1]. It is promising in the computerization of Traditional Chinese
Medicine (TCM) theories and approaches, because not limited in disease, sub-health is bedeviling
humanity much since the social and economic advancement lead to unhealthy lifestyles such as
stressed work, unbalanced diet and less exercise, and TCM achieves the significant and curative
effectiveness in recuperating certain sub-health conditions [2, 3].
Tremendous data foundation in big data age makes data-driven deep approaches pragmatic in smart
medicine. To make better use of data, deep learning method such as convolutional neural network
(CNN) based models are often employed to produce data driven decisions [4]. However, in order to
model intrinsic diagnostic patterns in smart diagnosis, very deep models with numerous parameters are
often needed, who can hardly deploy to low-performance terminal devices due to the huge scale and
computing cost. Nowadays, the world’s leading mobile and IoT device manufacturers and researchers
are constantly seeking for smart terminals with perceptual ability [5, 6], and integrate algorithms into
terminals is a complement and enhancement [7, 8]. The edge computing system is resource-sensitive
that a efficient deep network model is necessary.
The smart tongue diagnosis, named as tongue inspection in TCM, is able to be modeled as a typical
multi-label classification based on image recognition. It plays a vital role as the fundamental part,
owning to its significant function in TCM-based healthcare. In TCM tongue inspection, doctors find
lesions on tongue manifestation to identify etiology, different lesions may co-exist and be used for
judging symptoms together. By observing the tongue, it assesses the relationships between tongue and
organs deriving with the theory governing exterior to infer interior, and using visceral manifestation
theory to establish the disease location.
There are mainly two key factors which restricts modeling efficient deep TCM tongue inspection
network:
- A: The scarcity of labeled data samples. There is a lack of existing TCM tongue image dataset.
And it is necessary to observe the color, shape, fur of tongue and humidity in tongue inspection
to obtain the essential information. Thus, the high-performance camera is needed in gathering
tongue manifestation images at the clinical diagnosis from scratch. In addition, these images
need to be labeled, and only experienced TCM practitioners may be able to give a reliable
judgment, which lead to a higher cost.
- B: The redundancy in deep learning model. In order to extract precise features effectively, a
large number of parameter need to be calculated in CNN-based models. The models are always
computation-intensive and have numerous redundant parameters, which leading to puffiness
networks of large volume. Computing power and memory resources of devices are wasted, let
alone using in edge computing.
But it is hard to build an appropriate model to solve both of above problems at the same time,
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because:
- For factor A, domain adaptation in deep transfer learning is a common strategy for insufficient
training data samples in the target domain. However, the unique morphological features of the
lesions in tongue inspection make it distinct from most frequently-used data sets in domain
adaptation such as PASCAL VOC [9] and ImageNet [10], which increase the difficulty of
transfer commonalities from existing models in traditional way, since it has been proved that the
differences between source domain and target domain in sample distribution will significantly
affect the final performance of the model after domain adaptation [11, 12].
- As for B, the structure of neural networks is usually simplified to cope with parameter
redundancy. Small efficient neural networks using fewer parameters are designed to avoid dense
computing, and memory efficient architectures such as SqueezeNet [13] and MobileNet [14] are
usually chosen for reference. However, because of the distinction between network structures, it
is difficult for domain adaptation to reuse structures and parameters.
To sum up, model should be designed from the aspect of parameter efficiency to avoid the waste
of computational resources. At the same time, advantages of domain adaptation should able to be
organically integrated in to address the lack of precious TCM data samples, so as to reduce costs in
training model. Newly proposed Lottery Ticket (LT) pruning method [15] in deep learning can find
representative sparse subnet from original network, who inherits model’s performance and is retrainable using fewer parameters. Our idea is: If the subnet can be proved transferable, the method can be
used for generating simplified networks fit with domain adaptation. Thus, compact model with sparse
neural network is designed while knowledge can be inherited from existing dense model.
In this paper, a Similar-Sparse Domain Adaptation (SSDA) method is proposed, illustrated by the
case of smart tongue diagnosis. A compact model with two combined sparse deep neural network
(DNN) is introduced to learn the TCM diagnosis patterns. In better training the model while
overcoming the lack of clinical data, the first Similar-stage generates a new source domain by
calculating the similarity between it and target domain, for stronger ability to extract features of
tongue lesions. After that, the second Sparse-stage aims to simplify the network to reduce
redundancy. Inspired by the LT pruning method, a transferable strategy in SSDA is proved for
pruning transferable subnet in domain adaptation. Finally, simulation experiments are conducted on
the real clinical data set in terms of classification accuracy and amount of parameter computations.
The proposed SSDA strategy is able to generate DNN-based simple efficient model using fewer
training data samples and parameters to converge, thus produce competitive results with less power
and memory consumptions, suitable for edge computing. Concretely, it can use at least only 3.5M
parameters, which is similar to the efficient architectures suitable for mobile devices such as
MobileNet, to get corresponding performance with a dense ResNet.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work about domain
adaptation and TCM tongue inspection. Section 3 gives a brief introduction of used real data source.
Proposed method, including problem definition, model architecture, strategy of the similar-stage and
sparse-stage of SSDA are given in the Section 4. Section 5 provides experimental results and
discussion. Finally, Section 6 concludes the whole work and gives future discussion.
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2. Related work
2.1. Domain adaptation
The domain adaptation, also known as deep transfer learning, is commonly used in reusing existing
knowledge for rapid adaptation to reduce the need for training data in new tasks [16]. Due to its
characteristics, the strategy is active in various practical applications. In domain adaptation, the source
domain DS is defined to represent a domain with rich information, whose sample distribution might
different from it in target domain DT where the objective task belongs, while DT represents the domain
in which the test sample is located with few labels. Information-rich source domain samples are used
to improve the performance of the target domain model through the transfer of knowledge [17]. The
transfer is able to include samples and their distribution, features with projection, network architecture
and parameters of models, etc., according to which it can be divided into instance-based, mappingbased, model-based and adversarial-based [18–20].
To date, there are some existing methods focus on the optimization of the transfer strategy in domain
adaptation, such as Deep Domain Confusion Maximizing (DDC) [21], Deep Adaptation Networks
(DAN) [22] and Deep Coral [23]. However, they put more emphasis on further optimizing reliability
and accuracy using dense networks. Comparing with these methods, in this paper, we think more
of model simplification that using fewer parameters as much as possible on the basis of guaranteed
performance, thereby compressing network to achieve the same effect as dense network, to serve edge
computing applications.
2.2. Deep learning based TCM diagnosis
TCM has a good mass foundation in China. In recent years, DNN-based methods have made a
series of progress in assisting TCM doctors exploring the association between disease and lesions in
smart diagnoses [24, 25]. Many TCM theories and approaches such as the pulse diagnoses [26] and
the meridian system [27, 28] have been modeled with deep methods, and TCM-based diagnosis such
as type-2 diabetes [29] and breast cancer [30] disease detection model are also designed with an
improved efficiency and interpretability. These methods effectively inhibit the subjectivity of doctors
in artificial diagnosis, while improving the reliability and repeatability, which is important to further
improve the scientific quality and clinical significance of TCM. However, they use dense models
without considering design simplified and efficient neural networks to provide the extension
possibility for edge computing. At the same time, the insufficient and preciousness of real TCM data
also often increases the difficulty of model training.
2.3. TCM smart tongue diagnosis
As for the TCM tongue inspection modeling, early researches are limited to BP neural networks
or even shallow machine learning to extract features and classify colors or other syndromes [31–34],
and deep learning is emerging more recently [35, 36], lesions such as toothprints on the tongue is
identified using reliable deep architecture [37, 38], and as to domain adaptation, [39] uses transfer
learning framework for cross-domain tongue segmentation. In most cases of above methods, the tongue
image is segmented while key areas and edges features are extracted through DNN, then recombined
higher-order features are used in judgment. In this paper, inspired of ensemble learning [40], proposed
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method designs a joint network structure for the model that a Region Proposal Network (RPN) based
object detection network is introduced as auxiliary task which aimed to accelerate convergence and
improve the accuracy and generalization ability.
3. Data sources
For the validation of proposed SSDA method in TCM auxiliary diagnosis, the clinical data samples
collected from the Traditional Chinese Medicine Association of Dalian, China, which composed of 607
original tongue manifestation images is used for generating training and testing data set. There are 300
images of the standardized format shot by professional camera for TCM inspection, which have unified
size of 768 × 576 pixies, and environment variables such as light intensity, position and proportion of
the tongue body in the picture are basically the same. The other 307 photographs are captured in a more
general way such as smartphone camera, and have different original sizes and environment variables,
which can better simulate and fit the actual diagnosis process to expand the range of identification,
increasing the robustness in training model. All the images have been labeled by experienced TCM
doctors.
For these tongue manifestation images used in the paper, only 20 samples can be collected at each
working day of the doctor. And because random samples are chosen in collecting patients’ tongue
images, the unbalanced distribution will tend to make categories who have more samples achieve
higher accuracy than others in the training. In order to increase the samples, 1) we searched for some
open-source tongue manifestation images of typical cases from web and monographs; 2) the image
augmentation is used to balance the data set. Since the horizontal flip transformation on tongue
manifestation images will not change the relative position of lesions on tongue body, categories with
less number are flipped horizontally to balance the count of input images per category for training the
model. The input of category that has more images would be randomly selected from the original and
flipped data set in the training. Finally, a data set which has 2000 samples resized to 416 × 416 is
constituted. The illustration in Figure 1 gives a overview of the data set.
4. Methods
4.1. Problem definition
According to the analysis above, the process of TCM tongue inspection is able to be modeled as
the multi-label classification based on image recognition. As shown in Figure 1, tongue manifestation
images used in this paper are labeled in the form of A B C D, in which A ∈ {Red, Purple} indicates the
color of the tongue body, while B ∈ {White, Yellow}, C ∈ {T hin, T hick, Oily} and D ∈ { f ull, spalling}
indicates the color and status of the fur respectively.
Cause it still does not cover the entire features that might need in diagnosis, an object O is attached
in addition for recording other features or the representative lesions. Meanwhile, the label ”Oily” in C
is removed due to the lack of opposite value, whose corresponding symptoms are also able to cover by
the representative lesions.
The representative lesions are obvious morphological changes on the tongue body, which are often
used to identify specific abnormal tongue manifestation. In this paper, 5 kinds of representative
lesions are defined in accordance with the TCM diagnostic theories including ”cracks”, ”toothprints”,
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Figure 1. Examples of the labeled data set.

Figure 2. Illustration of labels and representative lesions.
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”thickfur”, ”peelingfur” and ”spot and prick”. These lesions can be easily found by object detection
due to their distinctive feature, and then be used as evidence in judging tongue manifestation, i.e., the
final multi-label classification. As illustrated in Figure 2, tongue manifestation images are ultimately
labeled in a form of A B C D + O. By the combination of labels, the results of final classification can
be obtained.
Then, a overall process of the model is shown in Figure 3. In order to transfer required knowledge
more effectively, and ensure only the most critical parts will be transferred during domain adaptation:
1) In the similar-stage, multiple similarity measures are used to generate new source domain that
approximate the target domain. 2) In the sparse-stage, origin dense network is pruned to generate
simplified structure that using in transfer. 3) With the aid of RPN-based target detection, joint
architecture is designed to realize the classification of lesions and simulate TCM tongue inspection
diagnosis.

Figure 3. Overall Process of SSDA model.

4.2. Model architecture
The schematic of proposed model’s structure is shown in Figure 4. The model jointly uses a
combination of two deep CNN to realize the classification based on image recognition, where the
ResNet architecture is used as the backbone. The design is based on the idea of ensemble
learning [40] that the object detection network is introduced as auxiliary task, which can accelerate
convergence, improve the accuracy and generalization ability.
First, collected clinical data set with the defined labels is used to train a ResNet network with 34
convolutional layers (A in Figure 4). Then, for finding extra features and representative lesions in the
picture, a Faster R-CNN based Region Proposal Network (RPN) is introduced. As an object detection
approach based on CNN, Faster R-CNN extracts feature maps of the input image using a group of basic
Conv+Relu+Pooling layers, which are shared for subsequent layers. Therefore, the training of RPN
can be built on the trained network with a small computational cost added. In conclusion, the object
detection function is added to the first ResNet-34 network to generate the second one (B in Figure
4). Finally, the input images of tongue manifestation will be labeled through the double-networks
structure, while the representative lesions or other abnormities are also marked out as the evidences for
the final multi-classification, to simulate the judgement of diagnosis.
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Figure 4. Architecture of TCM tongue inspection model: multi-label classification with
object detection.
Thus, the loss function of proposed model is defined as:
L = αLA {pn } + βLB {pi , ti }

(4.1)

in which
LA = −

K
X

yn log(pn ),

n=1

1 X
1 X ∗
LB {pi , ti } =
Lcls (pi , p∗i ) + λ
p Lreg (ti , ti∗ )
Ncls i
Nreg i i

(4.2)

For K categories and labels y, it uses categorical cross entropy combing with R-CNN loss to
balance the ability of classification (A) and target recognition (B) simultaneously. Concretely, α and β
are used to dynamically adjust the weights of two networks. p are predicted probabilities, and t are
parameterized coordinates while p∗ and t∗ are true values. Ncls is mini-batch size and Nreg is the
number of anchor locations that constitute the regression loss together with λ as λ N1reg . The value of λ
can be used in adjusting proportion of weights between classification loss / regression loss.
4.3. The similar-stage in similar-sparse domain adaptation
It is not enough for the training A from scratch using pure collected data set because of the
insufficient clinical data samples. The domain adaptation approach is usually used in this situation,
but due to the distinguish of sample distribution between lesions on tongue body and common
objects, existing domain adaptation method result in poor performance. Thus, the similar-stage of
proposed SSDA method is introduced in this section.
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Figure 5. The similar domain adaptation: generate DS ∗.
In domain adaptation, a domain can be defined as D = {χ, P(x), x = {x1 , ..., xn } ∈ χ}, which consists
of the feature space χ and the marginal probability distribution P(x). By the transfer of latent
knowledge from source domain DS to adjust the distribution, it can improve the performance of
learning task on target domain DT . The similar-stage of domain adaptation is based on the following
idea: some image samples which have look-alike features with the morphological characteristics of
lesions can be easier found, and they have a similar effect in training instead of lesions.
As illustrated in Figure 5, for example, the morphological characteristics of the lesion cracks are
similar to those of the cracks of the earth, while the samples of the latter ones are more common. In a
similar fashion, a DS ∗ ⊂ DS (χS ∗ ∈ χS ) is generated, whose samples’ distribution is tilting toward it in
DT . Then, the model can earn more information for a better performance by replacing DS with DS ∗.
It is able to be applied to a variety of tasks that are lack of training samples with choosing DS ∗ wisely.
As for the generation of DS ∗, of course the samples can be chosen manually because human beings
are good at spotting such similarities without special training. However, for better computerization, a
function is designed to measure the similarity of samples between DS ∗ and DT , and the top-n samples
over the threshold is selected:
F(X) = max{F p (X), Fcos (X)} − 0.1Fh (X)

(4.3)

in which three similarity metrics are considered for evaluation: Pearson correlation coefficient,
cosine similarity and hamming distance, that
(X − X̄) · (X ∗ − X¯∗ )
k(X − X̄k2 · k(X ∗ − X¯∗ k2
X · X∗
Fcos (X) =
kXk2 · kX ∗ k2
F p (X) =

(4.4)

(b + 12 )π
Fh (X) = IXI − IX I , I(a, b) = C(a)cos
N
T
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The hamming distance calculates the hash value of images and comparing them after the Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT), in which C is the compensation coefficient to make sure that the DCT
transformation matrix is orthogonal. The value is the number of different characters in the
corresponding positions of two hamming strings, higher value lead to lower similarity, using 0.1 to
balance the weight.
4.4. The sparse-stage in similar-sparse domain adaptation
The model should also be designed from the aspect of parameter efficiency, which make it easier to
store and run in low-power device systems. So in the sparse-stage, the redundant and low-importance
parameters in trained dense networks is pruned to build a simplified model. The stage is between A and
B, so that when finish training A at similar-stage of SSDA, the resulting network can then transform
into a sparse and simplified one. Subsequently, B is also able to train on the sparse network. In this
way, the whole model is composed of two sparse ResNet-34, whose total parameters are even far less
than a single ResNet-34, but with better performance. The LT pruning method is chosen, because
in its original version, trainable representative sparse structure can be found from original network,
which provide the structural basis for transfer, whereas other approaches who compress the network
by pruning algorithms break the structure and the resulting network cannot be retrained. In this paper,
the transferability is proved, so that it can be extended in domain adaptation to discover and handle
only the most important parts of the original network.
Reviewing the LT method. In a feed-forward neural network f (x) with initial parameters θi, whose
accuracy rate achieves α% when the network finishes training in j iterations, a sparse subnet defined
as f ∗ (x, m θi) can be found by iterative pruning. It satisfied when the subnet is convergence, accuracy
rate α∗ % ≥ α%, and iteration j∗ ≤ j. The m ∈ {0, 1}|θ| is used as mask function to mark and determine
retained weight (set to 1) and pruned weight (set to 0). The subnet can remain performance with less
parameters left. In particular, when θi from the original dense network is used in fine-tune instead of
random initialization, the performance is better.
Define the network on target domain DT as a task T . When meet conditions, we consider each T
with sparse structure as has been pruned from T S , the dense DNN on DS ∗ on the basis of transferable
LT hypothesis. Vice versa, if only the transferability of T can be proved, transferable LT hypothesis can
be extended to generate transferable subnets from corresponding dense network and remains required
knowledge from source domain. Since T is a defined generic task, the transferability is easy-proved,
and we will verify it in the simulation experiments. The proof of proposed transferable LT hypothesis
is shown as follows.
Proof. the transferable LT hypothesis in SSDA
Theorem 4.1. For a feed-forward neural network f (x),
with initial parameters θi, max accuracy α%, convergence in j iterations
∃ a sparse subnet defined as f ∗ (x, m θi),
with accuracy rate α∗ % ≥ α%, and iteration j∗ ≤ j.
Assumption 4.1. For the learning task modeled as a DNN, define it as T = f ∗ (x, m θi).
∃ a large T S , a corresponding dense network in DS ,it let T be a sparse subnet of T S .
Considering T S on DS ∗. When it convergence in training, if:
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• Iteration: j∗ ≤ jS ;
• Accuracy rate: α∗ % ≥ αS %.
• T and T S have a same original structure that by pruning T S , T can be generated.
When all of above conditions are met, T can be regard as the sparse subnet found from T S by LT
hypothesis. Vice versa, it can be used in generating transferable subnets from corresponding dense
network and remains required ability from source domain.

Concretely, the steps of the sparse-stage in SSDA are as Algorithm 1 shows. As mentioned above,
the sparse structure generated from pruning DS ∗ based on the Transferable LT Hypothesis is able to
preserve cross-domain knowledge in the transfer of domain adaptation.
Algorithm 1 Steps of the Sparse-stage in SSDA
Input:
A feed-forward neural network defined as f (x, θi, α, j)
Whose initial parameters θi, max accuracy α%, convergence in j iterations;
Output:
A sparse neural network f ∗ (x, m θi, α∗ , j∗ ),
With accuracy rate α∗ % ≥ α% in iterations; j∗ ≤ j
And M.
while α∗ % ≤ α% OR j∗ ≥ j do
Go through T S .
An Mi in M is defined as max(0, θ|θi θi |n ), to measure the contribution of each parameter. The θn is
the final weight of parameters after training.
Sort M (descending).
Set pruning rate r, the M in top-r% are set to 1,
while others are 0.
Then use M to judge whether a parameter be pruned:
for each M ∈ M do
if M = 1 then
reset M with θi ;
else
pruning M.
end if
end for
Train the pruned network for α∗ % and j∗ .
end while
Using the sparse net as a new T for the proposed SSDA. In the fine-tune training on DT , it initialized
with θi , while the pruned parameters are frozen.

- The DS can always be a well pre-trained network, or existed mature applications who is modeled
as DNN.
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- Proposed function M(θi ) = max(0, θ|θi θi |n ), instead of M(θi ) = |θi | in original LT method, is able to
avoid when a positive value change into negative one (or vice versa) in the training, the absolute
value failed in expressing the trend of change correctly.
- To evaluate an optimal transferable subnet, the relationship between remaining parameters and
accuracy needs to be discussed according to actual demand, which will be shown in the simulation
experiment.
5. Experiment
In this section, experiments are designed to simulate the method in actual solutions that identify
lesions on tongues to help doctors in auxiliary diagnosis. The small-scale clinical data set that we
collected in Dalian, China is used in training model and validating results. The ResNet-34 used in
building the model is pre-trained on ImageNet dataset in advance to acquire the ability of image
recognition in computer vision. At the similar-stage, the model is trained using the SGD algorithm
with learning rate 0.1, batch size 128, momentum 0.9 and weight decay 0.0005. In sparse-stage, 10
rounds of iterative pruning are performed, and the pruning rate in each epoch is set to 20% with batch
size 128, learning rate 0.01, momentum 0.9 and weight decay 0.0001. When training the model, a
server which contains 2 Inter Xeon Silver 4110 8-cores CPUs and 2 NVIDIA Tesla M60 128G GPUs
is used. The validation process can also run on a ordinary office computer, since a simplified model
with sparse structure is trained by the proposed SSDA method.

Figure 6. The accuracy of defined labels’ multi-classification: the confusion matrix.

5.1. Multi-classification: under the help of object detection
As shown in Figure 6(a), after the similar-stage training, the model succeeds in identifying the
attributes of color and fur of tongues using defined labels. For the color of tongue body and tongue
fur, the accuracy of classification results achieves over 98%, and it in identifying thickness and
distribution of fur on the tongue is able to exceed 80%. At the same time, under the help of object
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detection approach, the model can find out representative lesions while earning higher accuracy than
image-recognition-based method in classification, because these lesions are often small, whose
overall-features are not obvious but local-features are obvious. When lesions are detected in the
image whose confidence exceeds the threshold, they are added to the labels of the image as a defined
O, and then compared with real labels. As Figure 6(b) shows, the overall identification accuracy is
acceptable, reaching 88.95% on average and up to 95.8%. According to the confusion matrix, some of
the objects are missed in detection, but at a lower rate comparing with the false positives. By
combining these detected labels, multi-classification results of input pictures can be obtained.
5.2. Relationship between accuracy / parameters in sparse-stage
In this section, to validate the effectiveness of the sparse-stage and the transferable LT hypothesis in
SSDA, experiments are designed. The relationship between the number of used parameters and model
performance is mainly investigated.
Based on the experiment results above, the average accuracy in final multi-label classification using
the combination of two dense networks achieves 92.34%. Due to the training steps at sparse-stage,
after the sparse network is generated, the following RPN training is also able to run on the simplified
structure that reducing the amount of computation. Thus, the total parameters of proposed model are
approximately twice over the sparse ResNet-34 after pruning. We compare it with training a model
using two dense ResNet-34, which will not be pruned when training A, and then training B on this
basis.

Figure 7. Experimental results: remained parameters with accuracy of different pruning
levels.
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In each dense ResNet-34, there are over 3.2 × 109 parameters, whose convolution layers can be
pruned to reduce the time complexity of computation. In each round of iterative pruning, 20% of
the current parameters is pruned, that 10.74% of the original parameters remains after 10 rounds, and
5.5% after 13 rounds. When re-training the sparse network, the weights of parameters are frozen, and
only the fully connected layer is fine-tuned. The relationship between remained parameters and model
accuracy is as shown in Figure 7.
As the result shows, it obtains a better performance using fewer parameters, because the sparse
structure can effectively inhibit redundant and negative-feedback parameters by proper pruning.
Comparing with the corresponding dense net, proposed method can achieve similar and sometime
better performance, but save lots of parameters costs. The highest accuracy is at 92.71% after the
second pruning, when 64% of the parameters in original dense network are remained. And the model
can use 26% of the parameters to achieve an accuracy of 92.67%.
And deeper-level pruning can be done depend on actual demands to get smaller models. When only
10.74% of the parameters remains (about 6.9M comparing with original over 64M), the model is able
to run on a passable accuracy of 92.17%, and even run on 5.5% of the parameters while achieving
91.89%. That is, in the sparse-stage, 90% of parameters computation cost can be cut down, or 70%
for a better performance. It proves that necessary ability can be transferred in a sparse structure. So
when the task can accept some performance loss in exchange for generalization ability, the sparse-stage
offers the possibility for running deep computing methods on devices with low computational power.
5.3. Other discussion
5.3.1. The effectiveness of transfer in similar-stage
As shown in Table 1, when being trained directly without domain adaptation, model is unavailable
due to the lack of clinical data and the difficulty in recognizing unique features of tongue lesions. And
when a traditional transfer strategy in domain adaptation is used (by reusing knowledge from ImageNet
without generating DS ∗), an average accuracy of 80% is achieved, which is significantly lower than
proposed method.
Table 1. Performance comparisons of related methods.
Method
SSDA
Dense Model
Without Transfer
Without Similar-stage
Without RPN
Tooth-print recognition [37]
CNN-based
Tongue identification [38]

Mathematical Biosciences and Engineering

Acc
92.17(prunelevel-10)
92.67(prunelevel-6)
91.89(prunelevel-13)
92.34
<50(unapplicable)
80.6%
85.71(avg)
91.7(VGG-16)
94.2(ResNet-50

#Parameters
6.9 × 106
1.67 × 107
3.5 × 106
6.4 × 107
6.4 × 107
6.4 × 107
3.2 × 107
1.38 × 108
4.62 × 107

Tongue-print only

1.44 × 108
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5.3.2. The effectiveness of auxiliary task
Table 1 shows the RPN-net succeed in improving the performance of the model. However, the α and
β in loss function can dynamically adjust the contribution weights of the two networks, and we trained
the model using the condition that makes the average recognition accuracy best in the experiments.
But in fact, in general, when β is someway inhibited, the toothprints and spot and prick can be better
recognized (over 95%). Therefore, in practical application, if the recognition of a certain type of lesions
is emphasized, the weight of auxiliary task can be appropriately constrained for better performance.
5.3.3. Comparing with related methods
Although double ResNet-34 is jointly-used in designed model, proposed SSDA can use 20% of the
parameters amount to a single dense ResNet-34, but get much better performance, and even 10% with
acceptable performance loss. The amount of parameters (6.9M and 3.5M) is similar to MobileNet [14]
(4.2M), which is efficient architectures suitable for mobile devices.
It is hard to make a direct transverse comparison because of the different definitions of problems
and tongue lesions. The [37] and [38] solved similar problem but only identify toothprints of tongue,
while we identified more lesions simultaneously, and used much fewer parameters.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, a Similar-Sparse Domain Adaptation (SSDA) method is proposed for modeling the
smart tongue diagnosis of TCM with the limited tongue manifestation images collected from clinical
diagnoses. Specifically, a compact deep learning model with two combined 34-layers ResNet and
a Faster R-CNN based RPN network is introduced to detect lesions and learn the TCM diagnosis
patterns. To train proposed model while overcoming the lack of clinical tongue images, the similarstage is designed to achieve transfer learning. And the transferable LT hypothesis is proposed in
sparse-stage to reduce the parameters computation while keeping the overall accuracy, which generate
simplified model structure. So the model consumes less resource to produce competitive results, which
is conducive to widely run smart tongue diagnosis on low-performance infrastructures.
Also, the model training with SSDA strategy can be widely used in diagnosis of other diseases which
based on image recognition and lack of data, and even further, other recognition tasks whose volume
of network need to be compressed such as to accommodate edge computing. Since the representative
characteristics of samples in other tasks possibly will be different from those in tongue inspection, it
supposed to wisely generate reasonable source domains. For the simplification of model, the suitable
network architecture and the balance between accuracy and model volume is also need be sought
depend on particular task.
In the future, the SSDA strategy of generating simplified deep models will be studies on more other
tasks to overcome the scarcity of data and the redundancy of model parameters, which improving the
scope of using deep learning methods.
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